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Nanostructured phosphates, such as hydroxyapatite (HAP) with or without various silicon (Si) contents, of controlled porosity and 
crystallinity as well as composite biomaterials formed of HAP powders, collagen type I (COL), and chitosan (CHI) were prepared by 
precipitation method and characterized in vitro. The HAP powders and the resulted composite biomaterials were visualized using TEM, 
SEM and AFM. The morphology and particle size were revealed and the influence of Si content and of synthesis conditions  on the material 
properties were assessed. The incorporation of nanoHAP powder within collagen and chitosan matrix leads to biocomposites with good 
bioactivity that can be controlled by the HAP/CHI/COL weight ratios, as it was preliminary tested in cell culture. 

 
 

INTRODUCTION∗ 

There is a continuous need worldwide for bone 
substitutes due to severe bone injuries, 
reconstructive surgery and degenerative diseases.1 
On this direction, the use of calcium phosphates 
(CP),1-4 such as hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2:  
HAP, with a Ca/P ratio of 1.67), particularly in 
bone reconstruction is known since 1920. The 
HAP properties, including biocompatibility, 
bioactivity and absorbing ability are greatly 
influenced by its morphology and grain size.2 In 
this relationship, it is of great importance to 
develop novel HAP synthesis routes to control the 
morphology and grain size. 

Previous work has reported that hydroxyapatite,2-4 
one of the well known calcium phosphates,  due to 
its chemical composition and morphological 
similarity to natural bone mineral5 and to its high 
cytocompatibility, can be used in covering metal 
implants, in synthesis of polymeric composites7 
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and as a main component for bone cement.8 
Nevertheless, synthetic hydroxyapatite is believed 
to somehow mimic the natural bone properties.9, 10 

Other compounds have been used to assist 
hydroxyapatite and to enhance its bioactivity. For 
instance, there are many attempts11-19 to modify 
hydroxyapatite in order to produce composites with 
improved biological properties. Practically, the 
hydroxyapatite is partially substituted with SiO4

4-, 
CO3

2- ions for the PO4
3- ions. Generally, the 

substitution of PO4
3- ions by CO3

2-  or OH-  can give 
various kinds of substituted hydroxyapatites,14, 15 with 
structure, chemical and biochemical properties more 
similar to the hydroxyapatite from natural bones. 

Cristallinity is another main factor in bone 
formation and mineralization,16, 17 which can be 
modified significantly by the partial substitution of 
PO4

3- ions by SiO4
4- ions.18-25 Silicon introduced in 

hydroxyapatite structure allows a specific 
morphological structure (high porosity) and 
participates in biological body processes.20, 21  
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The silicon in hydroxyapatite appears both in 
siloxanic groups (-Si-O-Si-) and in silanolic ones (-
Si-OH). Silicon is also important in the 
manufacturing process of nanostructured 
hydroxyapatite, because by its adsorption at the 
surface of hydroxyapatite nuclei the nucleation 
process is accelerated, and in consequence it 
activates this step of nucleation against the 
growing step of nuclei. 

In spite of all these positive aspects of 
hydroxyapatite, by comparing it with the inorganic 
constituents of natural bone some differences, both 
in chemical composition and morphology still 
exist. In addition, bone in living tissue constantly 
undergoes a coupled resorption-reparative process 
known as bone remodeling. Composites of HAP 
and collagen26, 27 are recognized to induce bone 
growth into a porous structure and can regenerate 
bones and joints.  

However, a gap remains to be filled because no 
synthetic material used up to now presents 
biological characteristics and medical requirements 
resembling to the natural bone tissue. At the 
present, autografts and allografts stay the standards 
for bone repairs, having the important advantage 
supporting osteogenic differentiation of marrow 

stromal cells (MS cells) and being osteoinductive. 
These systems suffer from a limited availability 
that keeps the high interest to develop synthetic 
alternative biomaterials for bone replacement. 
Thus, the research continues in order to obtain 
biomaterials, having hydroxyapatite in their 
composition,1 with superior properties and 
increased  biocompatibility and absorption rate.       

The main goal of this study is to develop a new 
procedure to obtain nanostructured HAP, pure 
(nanoHAP) or with different silicon contents 
(nanoHAP-Si), of high crystallinity and porosity. 
In addition, some composites of nanoHAP with 
collagen, nanoHAP-Si, chitosan and collagen were 
obtained by deposition layer by layer technique. 
These composites were characterized by TEM, 
SEM, AFM, and X-ray diffractions.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The obtained composites, namely nanoHAP, 
nanoHAP with 1%SiO2 and 3% SiO2 were 
characterized by X-ray diffraction, TEM, SEM and 
AFM. 

    

 
Fig. 1 – X-ray diffraction spectra for the samples of HAP, HAP + 1% Si and  HAP + 3 % Si. 

 
From the analysis of diffraction spectra (Fig. 1), it 

follows that both nanoHAP and nanoHAP with 1%  
or  3 % Si content present practically the same 
nanocrystalline structure. Thus, for low Si content, a 

single phase nanoHAP powder with or without Si can 
be easily obtained using our synthesis procedure (see 
Experimental section). After the thermal treatment 
(calcination), the degree of crystallinity is high. 
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The specific surface area and porosity of 
nanoHAP and NanoHAP with 1% Si or with 3% Si 
powders were measured by BET method using a 
surface analizer (Qsurf Series) and the effect of Si 
content and of the calcination temperature was 

determined (unpublished results). Briefly, the 
specific surface area and porosity are increased by 
increasing Si contents, and decreased with 
temperature. The samples were further imaged at 
the transmission electron microscope (TEM).

 

    
           a.       b. 

Fig. 2 – TEM images for nanoHAP (a) and for nanoHAP with 1% Si (b); the bars in the TEM images correspond to 200 nm. 
 

Fig. 2a shows the TEM image for HAP 
nanocrystals, which possess the expected needle 
shape. In the nanoHAP modified with Si, from Fig. 
2b, it is observed that the morphology is changed 
from needle-like to almost spherical granules. 
Further, it may be seen that (a) HAP particles 
without Si have acicular form, (specific 
morphology for nanoHAP), with small particles 
with diameters of  7-15 nm and a length up to 100 
nm, while nanoHAP-Si particles obtained by 
precipitation in presence of sodium silicate (b) 
present a spherical morphology and small sizes of  
20-30 nm. More specific, the size distribution for 
nanoHAP-Si powder can be seen in Fig. 3. 

From the histogram (Fig. 3), it appears that 
there is a majority of low-sized nanoparticles, but a 
small fraction of large particles is also observed. 
The average size of the nanoparticles is 17.6 nm, 
with a standard deviation of   23.3 nm (diameters 
between 2 and 130 nm). By a more detailed 
analysis, two populations can be discerned, one of 
smaller particles (between 2 and 10 nm, average 
size 2.9 nm, with the standard deviation of about  
1.7 nm) and another one of larger particles  
(between 20 and 130 nm, mean: 35 nm, standard 
deviation: 25 nm).  

 

 

 
Fig. 3 – The histogram of particles of NanoHAP-Si (1%) content. 
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Fig. 4 shows the TEM images for self-
assemblies realized within the mixed colloidal 
dispersion, made of nanoHAP and collagen, at a 
bulk weight ratio of nanoHAP:COL of  2:1. It is to 
be observed the mineralized collagen fibers in 
form of nanorods rather long above 100 nm. The 
darker granules indicate nanoHAP particles within 
the collagen fibers. The COL fibers are 
mineralized in aqueous dispersions of nanoHAP. 

From SEM images of HAP particles, such as 
those presented in Fig. 5, their granulometry could 
be assessed and it is represented in Fig. 7a; the 
particles have diameters under 1 µm (between 100 
and 930 nm), with an average diameter of 360 nm 
and a standard deviation of 180 nm. 

The HAP particles with 1% Si are larger as 
identified in SEM micrographs given in Fig. 6. 
Their size distribution is represented in the 
histogram shown in Fig. 7b.  The particles size is 
between about 0.6 and 41 µm, with a mean value 
of about 10 µm and a standard deviation of 9 µm. 

Comparing the particles size in Figs. 2-7, it is to 
be noted that within the self-assemblies obtained 
by adsorption from dispersion on TEM grid 
support, the particles of nanoHAP (Fig. 2a) are 
smaller than those with Si content (Figs. 2b and 3). 
On the other hand, the powder particles observed 
by SEM (Figs. 5-7) are much larger than those in 
Fig. 2. This effect is due to the aggregation of 
particles of nanoHAP with or without Si content 
during the drying process of powders, and thus we 
can monitor the size of particles on the solid 
support for developing scaffolds for cell cultures. 
In the presence of collagen in aqueous nanoHAP 
dispersion, the nanoHAP particles size is not 
significantly modified (Fig. 4) within the collagen 
supramolecular associations.  Therefore, the 
granulation and the porosity of layers of nanoHAP 
deposited or adsorbed on solid support can be 
controlled and a relationship with the adhesion, 
proliferation and growth of cells can be deduced 
and optimized (unpublished results).  

 

   
a.      b. 

Fig. 4 – TEM images for nanoHAP and collagen self assembly, adsorbed on TEM grids from the mixed colloidal dispersion of 
nanoHAP and collagen, at a weight ratio of 2:1, for two different magnifications; the bars correspond to 100 nm (a) and 50 nm (b). 

 

    
     a.                   b. 

Fig. 5 – SEM micrographs of nanoHAP self-assembled from colloidal dispersions on hydrophilic glass for two magnifications;  
bars correspond to 5 µm (a) and to 1 µm (b). 
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a.            b. 
Fig. 6 – SEM micrographs of nanoHAP-Si content (1%) self-assembled from colloidal dispersions  

on hydrophilic glass for two magnifications; bars correspond to 10 µm (a) and to 1 µm (b). 
 

 
 

Fig. 7 – The histogram of particles of nanoHAP (a) and of nanoHAP-Si (1%) content. 
  

Further, the nanoHAP+1% Si/chitosan/collagen 
(nanoHAP-Si/CHI/COL) composite was prepared 
using layer by layer deposition method and 
investigated using atomic force microscopy 
(AFM). The surface of this composite was imaged 
at room temperature (about 22 oC) and under 
ambient laboratory conditions as previously 
reported.28-31  

The AFM images were recorded at least at six 
macroscopically different locations on the 
composite surface, with each of the locations 
separated by at least 10 µm. As an example, the 
AFM images are shown in Fig. 8, where the 
collagen fibers are observed on the surface of the 
nanoHAP-Si/CHI/COL composite (Figs. 8a-d). 

The collagen fibers are arranged parallel or in 
different directions as mainly illustrated in Figs. 8a 
and 8c.  In phase image (Fig. 8b), it is not easy to 

distinguish individual collagen fibers because the 
borders between fibers are somehow hidden due to 
the fact that some fibers are at different levels in 
comparison with the composite surface, visualized 
by AFM. The collagen fibers are rather large up to 
1 µm as illustrated in the cross section profile, 
given in Fig. 8e. 

These results support the idea that the collagen 
molecules are self-assembled in long (more than 
10 µm) fibers that interact with chitosan layer 
attached to the nanoHAP-Si layer. The data are in 
substantial agreement with the general theory that 
the silicon or silicates have the capacity for 
adsorbing/binding organic molecules, such as 
chitosan and collagen ones, and aligning them on 
the composite surface.  
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Fig. 8 – AFM images of the composite composed of  hydroxyapatite, chitosan and collagen; scanned area: 10 µm x 10 µm;  

a) topography image, b) phase image, c) amplitude image, d) 3D view of topography,  e) cross section along the arrow in panel a. 
 

The driving force of the self-organization of 
chitosan or collagen with nanoHAP-Si is assumed 
to be the interaction between their surfaces. For 
instance, the interfacial interaction between Ca2+  
ions on the nanoHAP –Si crystals and dissociated 
carboxyl residues on the collagen molecules might 
be considered. The adsorption of biomolecules, 
such as chitosan and collagen, on nanoHAP-Si can 
be probably described by hydrogen bonds, 
electrostatic and van der Waals forces.   

EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials. The starting compounds used in this work include 
calcium nitrate, Ca(NO3)2·4H2O, calcium acetate 

Ca(CH3COO)2·2H2O, diammonium hydrogen phosphate, 
(NH4)2HPO4, ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH), sodium silicate 
in the molar ratio of Na2O:SiO2 = 1:3.2,  nonylphenol and 
acetic acid (CH3 COOH). They were acquired from Merck. 
Bovine Achilles tendon collagen, type 1, was purchased from 
Sigma. Chitosan of medium molecular weight was obtained 
from Aldrich. All compounds were used without further 
purification. Deionized ultrapure water was used in all 
experiments. Collagen and chitosan were independently 
dispersed in deionized water at a pH of about 3, made with 
acetic acid (CH3 COOH).  

Synthesis of nanoHAP. Nanostructured hydroxyapatite 
(nanoHAP) was prepared by the synthesis procedure shown 
below. The Ca(NO3)2 . 4H2O was completely dissolved in 
water to give 250 mL aqueous solution, noted A, having a 
concentration between 0.15 M and 0.24 M, and in the presence 
of 0.25 mL nonylphenol, at pH 6.3. Separately, (NH4)2HPO4 
was dissolved in water at a concentration between 0.036 and 
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0.090 M, forming 250mL of solution B, to which 45 mL of 
solution of 25 % NH4OH, and 0.25 mL nonylphenol were 
previously added, pH = 11.5.  

The two solutions A and B were mixed and the pH of the 
resulted colloidal dispersion was adjusted a a value between 
9.5 and 11.5, with ammonium hydroxide. Then, the colloidal 
dispersion was sealed in a container and kept inside of a water 
bath for 48 hrs at 80 oC up to 85 oC for its maturation. During 
the maturation process, the dispersion was vigorously and 
continuously stirred, to allow the calcium phosphate 
precursors to HAP to nucleate and grow. In the presence of a 
surfactant, such as nonylphenol, the nucleation and the growth 
of nuclei can be controlled.  

The presence of OH- ions in aqueous dispersion will cause 
the transformation from HPO4

2- to PO4
3-. Therefore, the 

transforming process from calcium phosphate precursors to 
HAP was conducted and controlled by adjusting the pH of the 
colloidal dispersion, by adding 25 % NH4OH solution. The 
resulted final suspension was filtered, and the precipitate was 
washed with deionized water until no NO3

- ions were detected. 
Then, the precipitate was dried in supercritical conditions at -
80 oC, under a pressure of  5 x 10-3 torr, and then calcinated at 
about 600 oC. The used hydrothermal method resulted in a 
nanostructured HAP powder of controlled stoechiometry, high 
cristallinity, and low sized particles.                     

Synthesis of nanoHAP-Si. Nanostructured silicon substituted 
hydroxyapatites, nanoHAP-Si, were prepared by a synthesis 
procedure similar with that presented above, for the 
preparation of nanoHAP. In addition, sodium silicate in the 
molar ratio, Na2O:SiO2 = 1:3.2, was added from the beginning 
to the diammonium hydrogen phosphate solution, noted B, in 
two different quantities, one for the nanoHAP-Si, with 1% Si 
content, and the second one for the 3% Si content into 
substituted nanoHAP.  

The precipitation was achieved by adding, under energetic 
stirring, the Ca(NO3)2  solution, A, into the (NH4)2HPO4 
solution, B, after previously adding the silicate solution to B. 
The colloidal dispersion was further stirred continuously at a 
temperature between 80 and 85°C for 48 hours, for 
maturation. Finally, the precipitate was separated by filtering, 
washed with deionized water until no NO3

-  ions were 
detected, and dried in supercritical conditions  -80°C under a 
pressure of  p  = 5x10-3 torr. Then, it was calcinated at  600°C.  

Preparation of mixed nanoHAP and collagen dispersion. 
NanoHAP powder is redispersed at a wanted concentration in 
deionized water and the resulted colloidal dispersion is further 
used both for TEM investigations and for the preparation of 
biocomposites with collagen. 

Specifically, a colloidal aqueous dispersion of collagen, 
type 1, COL, is prepared at pH 3, realized with acetic acid. 
Then, the nanoHAP dispersion was mixed with collagen 
dispersion and the pH was adjusted to a value higher than 4.5 
to assure a good stability of  HAP nanoparticles.   

Preparation of nanoHAP-Si/CHI/COL. The mixed 
biocomposite made of nanoHAP-Si (1%), chitosan (CHI) and 
collagen (COL): nanoHAP-Si/CHI/COL was prepared by 
deposition method. The chitosan colloidal solution was 
prepared in acidic water at pH 3. The nanoHAP-Si and 
collagen dispersions were prepared as above. 

The optically flat glass support was first cleaned with 
sulphochromic acid and washed with water. Then, it was 
treated with 5% HCl aqueous solution for 15 min, and 
afterward, rinsed in deionized water for three times, next it 

was shortly immersed in 2% silicate solution for ten times. On 
this functionalized hydrophilic glass support, the layers were 
deposited by adsorption from colloidal dispersions. Thus, the 
successive layers of hydroxyapatite substituted with Si, 
chitosan and collagen were deposited from their colloidal 
solutions on glass support by vertical adsorption for 5 minutes, 
with washing and drying between the layer deposition. 

Layer by layer were built by the adsorption from the 6% 
nanoHAP-1% Si dispersion (pH = 7 – 7.5) on these functionalized 
hydrophilic glass support. The resulted nanoHAP-Si layer was 
dried and then activated by treatment with silicate aqueous 
solutions. Then, it was dried and chitosan layer was deposited 
by adsorption from 2% chitosan colloidal solution by  
3 immersions. Then, the chitosan layer was dried and treated 
with silicate solution and followed by the adsorption of 
collagen layer from 0.33% collagen colloidal solution  
(pH = 3.5). Finally, after drying, rinsing and drying again, the 
material was washed with 1% acetic acid solution in order to 
remove Na+ ions and for the silicic acid polycondensation.   

Methods. the composites thus obtained: nanoHAP, 
nanoHAP_Si, with 1% or 3% Si content, nanoHAP:COL; 
NanoHAP:CHI:COL  were characterized by X-ray diffraction, 
TEM, SEM and AFM. 

The X-rays investigations were made with a DRON-3 
diffractometer, in Bragg-Brentano geometry. 

The samples were imaged by the scanning electron 
microscope: SEM JEOL 5600 LV, the transmission electron 
microscope: TEM JEOL –JEM 1010 and atomic force 
microscope: AFM JEOL 4210, operating in tapping mode as 
previously described.28-31 

CONCLUSIONS 

The nanoHAP and nanoHAP with different 
silicon contents (1% and 3%), nanoHAP-Si, were 
synthesized by precipitation method and advanced 
processed by hydrothermal treatment to a high 
crystallinity, as confirmed by X-ray diffractions. In 
the presence of silicon the HAP crystals turned 
from needle-like into a rather spherical shape, as 
demonstrated by TEM and SEM micrographs. 
Composites made of nanoHAP and collagen were 
produced via a coprecipitation method through 
which a markedly different morphology was 
obtained, comprising fibrils of collagen with 
nanoHAP randomly distributed throughout the 
collagen self assemblies, as shown by TEM 
investigation. Nano-sized HAP crystals were 
incorporated along the collagen fibril assemblies. 
Composites of nanoHAP-1% Si, chitosan and 
collagen were prepared by self assembly and layer 
by layer deposition technique. The morphology of 
nanoHAP-Si/CHI/COL composite is dominated by 
the long and large collagen fibers reassembled on 
nanoHAP-Si previously covered by a chitosan 
layer. The porous nanoHAP-Si layer, deposited on 
the hydrophilic glass support, promotes the self 
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assemblies of chitosan and collagen through 
interfacial interactions among the functional 
groups of their surfaces.   

In future studies, we intend to deeply evaluate the 
effect of nanoporous HAP, with or without silicon, 
HAP and collagen, as well as HAP, chitosan and 
collagen on osteogenic differentiation using the bone 
marrow derived mesenchymal stem cells.  
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